SKUNK 911 EMERGENCY INSTRUCTIONS
My Dog Just Got Sprayed. Now What?

Know your enemy. Skunk spray is a viscous oil. It adheres and penetrates well. It will stick to and penetrate anything that it touches. It also evaporates and re-adheres to other surfaces.

Put on some old clothes. Before you come into contact with your dog, know that your dog will rub against you and transfer the skunk smell, which is never pleasant. For this reason, it is always a good idea to change into some old clothes before handling your pet. You’ll want gloves for when you actually start cleaning as well.

Don’t let your dog sit on your carpeting or furniture. It will transfer that smelly skunk odor into your carpet fibers. Instead, place some newspaper on the floor and try to keep your dog calm.

Check your dog’s body for bites and scratches. If you notice that your dog has been bitten or scratched, it is advised that you visit your vet. This is especially true if your dog has not had its rabies vaccination. The rabies virus can spread to any warm blooded animal if it is bitten by an infected animal, and skunks can carry rabies.

Check your dog’s eyes and nose. If your dog was sprayed in its face, its eyes and nose are most likely irritated. The best thing to do to alleviate the irritation is to blot the affected areas with a dry paper towel and then gently wipe with a slightly damp rag.

Only clean areas on your dog that have been sprayed. Skunk spray is very oily and spreads quickly, which is why you will want to treat only the area that was sprayed. The best initial treatment is to blot the oil off of the coat. Avoid washing your dog’s entire coat or you will distribute the spray – and the stinky smell! The oil can penetrate skin and fur, so you can use (gentle) oil-removing compounds to clean off the surface oil, but you will not be able to eliminate the odor completely. What you will be able to do is stop its spread to other surfaces, including you. Tomato juice is only good for the Bloody Mary you’ll want afterward.

Leave dog cleaning to your vet or use the best professional-quality product on the market, doggiCLEEN Skunk Spray. To get rid of skunk odor from your dog’s fur and skin, you will need something much stronger, which is why many people choose to take their dogs to the vet. This isn’t a bad idea since veterinarians can de-skunk dogs quite effectively. Put newspaper or an old bedsheet to protect your car interior from direct contact.

Beware of the crime scene. Your dog was probably sprayed in your yard and it is very likely that the residual spray is coating some part of your yard. You can treat this with stronger cleaners than you would use on your dog, including degreasers. Our avanFLEX Liquid Deodorizer does a great job of chemically neutralizing odors like skunk smell, and many of our customers use it for removing skunk scent from the side of their house and outdoor furniture, woodpiles and other items that you wouldn’t use a degreaser on. Often a degreaser will not penetrate a surface as well as avanFLEX will either.

Be prepared for next time. In order for you, your family and your neighbors to be prepared for next time, you should stock up on Biocide Systems’ Skunk 911 Home Kit, Skunk 911 Rescue Kit and doggiCLEEN Skunk Spray. Our products are affordable, non-invasive and eco-friendly. Best of all, they remove the skunk odor.
How Did This Happen?  Skunks Spray Dogs that are Nosey!

Unlike other animals, dogs are extremely curious, fearless and likely to get into trouble. They will test their boundaries by approaching skunks and sniffing. When skunks feel threatened, they spray a trace amount of liquid as a defense mechanism through their anal scent glands – their secret survival weapon. Every skunk is equipped with a sack that holds about one teaspoon of liquid, which allows the skunk to spray multiple times. The anal scent glands are what produce that awful, persistent smell. Dogs that sniff or pester skunks will get sprayed, typically in their faces, which can lead to instantaneous irritation in addition to that awful smell.

How Can I Treat My Dog Without the Vet?

Nobody likes to go to the vet. Even your dog hates it. With doggiCLEEN Skunk Spray, you can truly clean the odor out of your dog’s coat. doggiCLEEN is a emollient and surfactant-based cleanser that contains active Chlorine Dioxide. It works great, just like our other products. Give it a try. Remember, we have a money back guarantee.

Doggy’s Clean, Now What?  How to Get Rid of Skunk Odor in Your Car and In and Around your House?

Why not try a product that actually works and is a guaranteed skunk odor remover? Biocide Systems has three powerful products that can effectively eliminate skunk odors – all are comprised of one main ingredient: Chlorine Dioxide (ClO2). ClO2 is the most effective disinfectant, oxidizer and deodorant available today (almost all white paper is bleached with ClO2 and the Europeans use it to sanitize their drinking water instead of Chlorine) and has little health, biological or ecological impacts when used as directed.

- **In your home.** Our roomSHOCKER Quick Release product can effectively deodorize a room or a crawl space within hours.
- **Outside of your home.** For outside areas or crawl spaces, you should use our avanFLEX Liquid Deodorizer. One packet, when immersed in 5 gallons of water will make a powerful deodorizing solution. You can spray, sweep or mop it on areas that reek of skunk smell.
- **In your car.** Our autoVACCINE Quick Release works just like roomSHOCKER, but for your car. product car, crawl spaces or outside areas.

Be aware that sunlight degrades ClO2 very quickly – in a matter of seconds – and even without sunlight it typically only lasts hours. That’s a good thing for all of us, as it means that once you’re done using it, it is gone. And it is naturally kind to the environment. But that means that you should not use these products in direct sunlight or else they will have decreased effectiveness.

By applying our ClO2 based products, you will get rid of that pesky skunk smell and also save yourself a bit of time and money in the process.

**DoggiCLEEN Skunk Spray:** This simple formula gets rid of skunk odor on dogs without harsh chemicals or costly veterinarian bills.  **ORDER NOW!**

**DoggiCLEEN Skunk 911 Home Kit:** This kit is perfect for removing skunk odor in your home and on your pet, and includes 1 DoggiCLEEN Skunk Spray and 1 Room Shocker Quick Release.  **ORDER NOW!**

**DoggiCLEEN Skunk 911 Rescue Kit:** Our Rescue Kit is guaranteed to get rid of the skunk smell in your car, home and on your dog. This kit includes 1 Skunk 911 Home Kit, 1 Auto Vaccine Quick Release and 1 avanFLEX Liquid Deodorizer.  **ORDER NOW!**